CaC3, CiC2 -Pcx -X(¡X3, X,X2, CoCt, CiCz = Per = Y0Y,, YXY2, CcPi, CiÇ3 = Pez = ZqZ3, ZiZ2.
The diagonal triangles can be arranged by noting the subscripts. From the properties of "corresponding" points on a cubic ( § 1) it follows that
The two cubics Q\ and Q'6 determined by the conjugate configurations intersect at the vertices of the diagonal triangles of the six complete quadrangles.
3. Some developments.
We wish to draw several corollaries from the properties which have been enumerated and to add some theorems.
i. The perspectivities given in ( § 2, iii) show that not only are the triangles BiB2B3, CiC2C3, AXA2A3 centrally perspective in pairs from the collinear points A0, B0, C0 and so axially perspective at Xu F2, Z3, but moreover the triangles 2?iCi.4i, B2C2A2, B3C3A3 are centrally perspective at Xi, Y2, Z3 and axially at A0, B0, C0. Thus For any three collinear points of a Hessian configuration the remaining nine not only form three triangles centrally perspective in pairs at the selected points, and so axially perspective at three collinear points of an associated line, but moreover they form three triangles centrally perspective at the associated points and axially perspective at the initial points.
ii. In particular, the three points A, B, C form with the vertices of the diagonal triangles of the quadrangles {Ai}, {Bí}, {C¡} a (124, 16s) configuration.
We have then the perspectivities (4i) iii. For a given cubic of reference Q\, each line £ of the plane determines an associated cubic Q'\, and an associated line JÇJ ; and conversely, J£f and Q'l determine in similar fashion the given cubic and line.
The derived figures may be determined in either of two ways. If .£ cut Ql in A, B, C we can find the corresponding Hessian configuration, its conjugate configuration, and so the satellite line XYZ; or we can find the three sets of points cotangential with A, B, C, construct X, Y, Z from the intersections in (42), and then take the cubic on the 12 points before us.
The line XXYXZ0 cuts the sides of triangle ^40^4i^42 as follows: ^4i^42 at X, A2A0 at Yx and A0AX at Z0 (cf. (2)) ; and on these sides lie X0, F0, Zx respectively, forming harmonic ranges with the other three points. It is a theorem of elementary geometry that the six lines which join these six points to the vertices of the triangle meet in triples at four points Q" and the given triangle is the diagonal triangle of this quadrangle.
(The bisectors of the angles of a triangle are an instance.) Next, in the quadrangle A2B2ZXCX: two sides pass through B3, two through C0 and one through A3, while A3B3C0 are collinear. Therefore ^42Z0 cuts B3Ca in Q3 harmonic to A3 for F3C0. Similarly, we find that ^4iF0 and A 0X0 meet at Q3. Finally, as Q3 is harmonic to A3 for F3C0 it is the point in which this line cuts the polar conic of A3 with respect to Q\. Accordingly, The six points of the derived sets {X{}, { Y i}, {Z<} which lie in pairs on the sides of the (typical) triangle AQAXA2 are such that the lines which R. M. MATHEWS July join them to the vertices Ai (i = 0, 1, 2) meet in triples at four points which lie on the polar conic of A 3 where that curve is cut by the four lines of collineation from A3 to {Bi}, {d}. Triangle A0AiA2 is the diagonal triangle of this inscribed four point.
From the definition of Q3 it is evident that its polar line with respect to triangle A0AiAi is XiYiZ0. On the other hand, this line is the Une associated with A3B3Co by the configuration. Hence 2/ a line cut a cubic (¡% in three points A, B, C, its associated line is the polar line, with respect to the triangle of the points cotangential to (say) A, for the point where the line cuts again the polar conic for A.
The polar line for a point P with respect to a triangle is dual to the quadratic transform of P under a properly chosen quadratic transformation of which that triangle is the base. Now, as a line rotates around A its intersection with the polar conic of A traces that conic, a quadratic transform of which is a curve of the fourth order and sixth class having nodes at the points cotangential to A. The dual envelope is a curve of the sixth order and fourth class doubly tangent to the sides of the triangle.
As a line rotates around a point A on a cubic Q6, its associated line envelops a curve of the sixth order and fourth class which has for double tangents the sides of the triangle of points cotangential to A.
Thus with each point of a cubic (¡¡l is associated a curve of the sixth order and fourth class.
The desmic configurations ( § 4-5) 4. Desmic tetrahedra. Let A0, Ai, At, A3 be the vertices of a tetrahedron {A } and C0 an arbitrary point. If C0 be reflected harmonically with respect to the opposite edges of {A}, three new points Ci, Ct, C3 are determined, which with Co form a tetrahedron {C}. Again, if Co be reflected harmonically with respect to each vertex of {A } and its opposite face, four vertices of a third tetrahedron {B} are determined.
Three tetrahedra related in this manner have been named desmic by Stephanos (6*). They are the singular surfaces in a pencil of quartic surfaces.
Desmic tetrahedra possess the important property that any two of them are in perspective from each of the vertices of the third. Thus the 12 vertices lie by triples on 16 lines with four lines through each vertex.
As each vertex has all the properties that any one has, the whole configuration can be derived from any one of the tetrahedra and one extra vertex. Now when Co is reflected harmonically with respect to (say) A oA x and .4 ¡¡.4 3 to obtain Ci, the line C0Ci cuts ^40^4i in Zx and A2A3 in Z2, and ZiZ2 are harmonic to C0Ci. Thus on each edge of each tetrahedron we can determine two new points. Altogether there are only 12 of these and the tables of alignment are just those for the two Hessian configurations already considered. This second set of points gives three desmic tetrahedra, and conversely the first set can be determined from the second.
5. Coordinates. Choose {^4} as tetrahedron of reference and Co as unit point. The coordinates of the points in the two desmic systems are 
In each system the sum of the left members is identically zero. By the transformation yo' = yo + yi, yî = yo -yi, yî = ya + y3, yî = yt-y« we can pass from one system to the other. If S = (xo, xx, Xt, x3) be chosen as an arbitrary point in space, the quartic surface, in variables y, At a point S, the lines of the complex form a cubic cone which passes through the desmic points. The equation of the complex at (x) for the tetrahedra of D is In this same paper and in an earlier one (7*) Humbert studied the quartic curve which is a plane section of a single desmic surface and showed that there exists on such a curve a single infinity of sets of 16 points which lie by fours on 12 lines. The envelope of these lines is a curve of the third class. He remarked that the configuration of lines and envelope form the reciprocal of results obtained by Schroeter (5*) in his study of a single Hessian configuration. We propose to show that the complete Hessian configuration and its conjugate may be obtained from a desmic system by projection and section ; to develop some properties of the curves and of the surfaces; and to show some relations among them.
Cubic curves and desmic surfaces ( § 6-12) 6. A correspondence between cubics and desmic systems. It is evident that if the 24 desmic points be projected from an arbitrary point 5 upon a plane, we have two conjugate Hessian configurations such as already considered.
For convenience take the plane of projection as y3 = 0, and
(*» -x3)2) * These numbers refer to the papers listed at the end of the article.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use denote the projection of each point by the same letter. Then in the plane we havê 40 = (1,0,0), B0 = (xo+x3,xx-x3,xt-x3), C0 = (x0-x3,xx-x3,x2-x3), = (0,1,0), BX = (xo-X3,XX+X3,X2-X3), Cl = (*o+*3,Zl+*3,*2-*3), ■4s = (0,0,l), B2=(xo-X3,XX-X3,X2+X3), C2 = (*0+*3,*l-*3,*2+*3), A3 = (xo,»i,xt), B3 = (xo+ x3,xx+ x3,x2+ x3), C3 = (x0-x3,xx+ x3,x2+ x3),
With this table of coordinates it is easy to verify that the equations of the two cubics are the following: for ABC
and for XYZ (Ui\ G'l: yo(a;oy2 -x2y0)(xxy0 -*oyO + yi(*iyo -*oyi)(*2yi -xxy2)
From equations (10), (11), (11') it is evident that if the desmic configurations be projected upon y3 = 0 from S' =(x0, xx, x2,-x3)-a point which is the harmonic reflection of S with respect to -43 and plane y3 = 0-we obtain the same configurations with the quadrangles B and C interchanged. This remark enables us to construct a desmic configuration to correspond to a given Hessian configuration. Let the configuration H be oln a cubic Q\ in a plane it. Choose an arbitrary center of projection S and a plane w', not on S, for face ^40^4i^42 of tetrahedron {A}. Project H and ßj from S upon it' and denote the projected points by the same letters accented. Now, ^40', A{, Al are A0, Ax, A2 for tetrahedron {A j. Take ^43 arbitrarily on SA{. Thus one tetrahedron is determined.
Take S' on SA 3 harmonic to 5 for A 3 and ^43'. From hypothesis A3'B3'Co are collinear in w'. Therefore SBÎ and S'CÎ meet in a point B3, while SCO and S'B3 meet at a point C0, and A3B3C0 ave collinear from the harmonic relations. F0 and C0 lie on the plane S(A0'Bo'Co'); they also lie in the plane S'(C3B3), and by hypothesis Bî, CÎ are collinear with ^4o'=^4o-Thus A0B0C0 are collinear. Similarly, from the other triads of collinear points in the plane we obtain collinear points in space, and so construct a desmic system which projects from 5 into the given Hessian configurations. 7. Reflections with respect to the desmic tetrahedra. Let §I23 denote the operation of reflecting a point S harmonically with respect to the opposite edges A2A3 and A0 Ai of tetrahedron {A}, and let 31 j denote harmonic reflection with respect to vertex Ai and its opposite face. In terms of such a notation we have for the several tetrahedra the following operations :
2Io( -Xo, xi,x2, x3), 2li(x0, -xi, x2, x3), Sl2(x0, xi, -xt, x3), 2I3( xo, xh x2, -x3);
\~(X0,Xi,X2,X3), £23(^1,^0, X3,X2), <5l3(*2,*3,*0,*l), Sl2(*S, X%, *l, *o), So(-*0+*l+*2+*3):
&i(xo-xi+ xt+ xs): (-*o+*i+*2+*3): (xa+xi+x2-x3): (*o+*i-*s+*s),
S3i( xo+ xi -x2 -x3) : (xo+ xi+ x2+ x3): (-x0+ xi+ x2-x3): (-xo+ xi-x2+ x3),
3o(Xx, Xo, Xt, x3), Si( -Xi, -Xo, x2, x3), 32(X0, Xi, -X3, -Xt), 1Z>3(Xo, Xl, X3, Xt).
The operations of (12) are of order 2 and form a group of order 8 in which 1, 2l23, 2Ii3, 3Ii2 form a subgroup. It is easy to verify that all these points are on the desmic surface V determined by (x0, Xi, x2, x3).
Every point of a desmic surface determines three desmic systems of points on the surface, each system containing one tetrahedron of nodes.
A 16« configuration.
The three operations of reflecting S on the three pairs of opposite edges of a tetrahedron are each of period 2 and with identity form a group of order 4. It is evident that the operations 21 and 6 are commutative, wherefore their product is a group of order 16, which includes as a subgroup the reflections with respect to {B}. These 16 points form the well known 166 configuration of 16 points which lie in sixes on 16 planes which meet by sixes at the 16 points. The coordinates are (xo,xx,x2,x3) , (xx,Xo,x3,Xt), (Xt,X3,Xo,XX), (x3,x2,xx,Xo),
(xo, -xx, -x2, x3), (xx, -Xo, -Xt, X2), (»t, -Xt, -Xo,XX), (xt, -Xt, -XX,Xo).
It is evident that these 16 points all lie on both desmic surfaces which S determines. Moreover, the coordinates of the points are also the coordinates of the planes. we see that if any set be taken as the coordinates of a plane, then that plane contains the six points whose coordinates are in the row and column which cross at that set (9,* p. 7). 9. The intersections of the cubics. To find the points of the surfaces which give the vertices of the diagonal triangles of the Hessian configurations, we observe that Pax is at the intersection of the planes SA 0 A x and SA 2 A 3 ; accordingly Pax may be regarded as the projection of the harmonic reflection of S with respect to the opposite edges A0 Ax, A2 A3 of tetrahedron {A}. These edges are also opposite in tetrahedron {X}, and we have found that the reflection of S lies on both desmic surfaces. Reflecting 5 with respect to the opposite edges in each tetrahedron of the systems we obtain the nine points desired. From these we find by the alignments (4)
The equations of the satellite lines are
10. Tangent planes. The equation of the tangent plane at S to D is
which, evidently, cuts the plane y3 = 0 in the line .£. Accordingly 2/ two conjugate desmic systems be projected from a point S upon a plane into two conjugate Hessian configurations, the tangent planes at S to the conjugate desmic surfaces cut the plane of projection in the satellite lines of the configurations.
The tangent plane at a point of a desmic surface can be constructed linearly as follows :
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Project the system of nodes from the point upon a convenient plane and obtain the nine points Pax', use the alignments (4) to find A, B, C.
The plane SABC is the tangent plane.
The tangent plane to <D at S cuts that surface in a quartic curve which has a singular point at 5. From S there are six tangents to the quartic and so six bitangents to the desmic surface. Three of these can be obtained directly. The points A, B,C on y3 = 0 project back upon £> into A -(xxx2x3, xoXtXt, XoXXx3, £0*1*2) ; B = 2xxx2x3+Xo^xi + xi + xi + x^^XoXix^x^xi -xi + xi + xi),
2xoxxx3+x2(xi + xi -xi+ xi), 2xaxxxt+x3(xi + x}+ xi -xi) ;
2x0xxx3-x2(xi + xi -xi + xi), 2xQxxx2-*3(so2 +*is + *2S -xi).
A rather tedious calculation shows that the line SA cuts D in two coincident points at A, and similarly for the lines SB and SC. Moreover, we observe that the points A, B, C on the surface are collinear. On <D' we have the points We recall ( § 6) that there is a cubic complex for each space system of desmic points and among the lines of the complex are bitangents of O. At a point S the lines of the complex form a cubic cone which passes through the desmic points.
This cubic cone at S for O cuts y3=0 in the cubic curve Ql, while the cone for V' cuts y3 = 0 in Q'\. This may be verified at once with S = (x) in the equations (9) and (9'). The bitangents SA, SB, SC are the section of the first cone by the tangent plane to D. It might be surmised that the three other bitangents from S to D are the lines in which the tangent plane to O at S is cut by the cone for D'. We find the intersections of the line ^ with the cubic Q'l and test the lines which join these intersections to S for bitangency.
Unfortunately, they are not bitangents.
11. A Poncelet figure and the cubics. Let us return to the incidence The polar plane for L is \(x3, x2, -xu -x0) and the table shows that it contains the points S, M, N. Thus SLMN, or a\pv, is a self-polar tetrahedron with respect to S^. Similar results follow for the other three points. Again, the table shows that each of the remaining nine points of the configuration lies on two of the six planes. It is known that the six points lie on a conic and the six planes envelop a quadric cone at 5 (9,* p. 12). On projection from 5 and section by an arbitrary plane, say y3 = 0, we obtain a Poncelet figure of two triangles LMN and L'M'N' inscribed in one conic and circumscribed to another. The six sides of the triangles cut each other in nine other points, three on each side, and these are the nine points Pi,-of intersection of the cubics Ce and Q'\.
The six lines as tangents to a conic give sixty hexagons and so sixty Brianchon points.
But these six lines are at present being considered in two sets of three and we are not to take the vertices of these two triangles as the intersections of opposite sides of a hexagon. When one triangle of three lines is chosen, its sides may be paired with those of the other in six ways; so we have six hexagons and six Brianchon points. The Brianchon points lie by threes on twenty Steiner lines (3*). In the present instance the six points always lie on two such lines which are harmonic with respect to the conic. The points and lines are our ABC and XYZ, the pairings being made as follows. as a determinant of the third order, and pick out the triples that correspond to positive terms. These belong to ABC ; those for the negative terms to XYZ. We have the following theorems:
Given a Poncelet figure of two triangles circumscribed to a conic, the sides of one triangle cut the sides of the other in nine points which may be grouped * These numbers refer to the papers listed at the end of the article. in two ways in three triangles perspective in pairs from three Brianchbn points on one Steiner line and axially perspective on the conjugate Steiner line. For the second grouping the lines are the same with their rôles exchanged. The two overlapping sets of twelve points form Hessian configurations on two cubics which intersect in the nine common points.
Conversely, if three collinear points be deleted from a Hessian configuration on a cubic, the remaining points lie on six lines which form two triangles circumscribed to one conic and inscribed in another.
Five of the lines determine a conic; let »" be the second tangent from Paz to this conic. Then the properties of multiple perspectivity and the converse of Brianchon's theorem enable us to show that »" coincides with »'.
12. Theorems on the 166 configuration. The points S, 2I23, 2Ii3, 2ti2, are conjugate with respect to the tetrahedron {.4} ( §7). Their polar planes with respect to the quadric Q (28) are *oyo + xxyx + x2y2 + x3y3 = 0, *oyo + *iyi -x2y2 -x3y3 = 0, *oyo -*iyi + x2y2 -x3y3 = 0, xayo -*iyi -*2y2 + *3y3 = 0.
The last three of these intersect at the point of contact A (26) on D of the bitangent SA. These three planes belong to the 166 configuration. Moreover, if a new point be determined in this manner with respect to [A] for each point of the configuration, the 16 points form the 166 configuration generated from A with respect to the fundamental tetrahedra. Three such derived systems can be found on <D, one for each of the basal tetrahedra, and three on D'.
The planes of a 166 configuration meet in threes in the points of six new 166 configurations which lie in two triads on the two conjugate desmic surfaces whose curve of intersection passes through the 16 given points.
The points of a triad are collinear on 16 lines.
If we recall that we were led to the results of § 11 from a 166 configuration, we can say When a section is taken of the six configuration planes on a point of a 168 configuration, the six lines give two Poncelet triangles and the nine intersections of their sides are cotangential in two sets of triples on two cubic curves.
Nine point checkerboards on a cubic ( § § 13-15)
13. Darboux's coordinates.
For an analytic treatment of the problem of the Poncelet triangles it is convenient to use a system of coordinates introduced by Darboux. The conic Q to which the triangles are to be tangent is taken as fundamental.
Imagine that a system of ordinary point and line homogeneous coordinates has been taken such that the point equation of Q is A curve of order » in x, y, z is by (iii) a form of order » in each of the variables tx, t2 and symmetric in the two. Conversely, such a symmetric form can be expressed as a form of order w in x, y, z. The 2» values, t, obtained when tx = t2, are the 2» points where the curve cuts the conic. For a line (aii) (ßt2) = (at2) (ßtx) ; and for a line tangent at t = rx, \rxtx\ ■ \rxt2\ =0.
14. The triangles circumscribed to a conic. Let us consider the figure of two triangles circumscribed to a conic, the parameters of the points of contact being rx, t2, t3 for the one, and t4, t5, r6 for the other. The equations of the sides are (1,4) (2, 5) (3, 6) (1,5) (2, 6) (3, 4) (2, 4) (3, 5) (1, 6).
If the first triple be points of a cotangential set on the cubic, their tangents meet on the curve. The tangent at a point on a curve is the polar line of the point. Write the cubic at length as If the tangents be concurrent these three equations must be Unearly dependent. Impose this condition and reduce; then k= -1.
If we group the nine points into triples corresponding to the negative terms of the determinant form and impose similar conditions, as before we obtain the same quadratic for k, but when the sign is determined we have k = +1. In general then if the indices 1, 2, • • • , 6 be grouped into two sets ijk and Imn, the two triangles of tangents to the fundamental conic indicated by these sets meet in nine points which form three cotangential sets in two Hessian (124, 163) configurations, one on each of two cubics Ti*T*Tk*(lmn) ± Tt2Tm2Tn2(ijk) = 0 (where (Imn) denotes lm ■ mn ■ nl), with the respective satellite lines
Let the curve be referred to an elliptic parameter, whose values for four arbitrary points A, B, A', B', respectively, are congruent ( = )mod w, «' to u, v, w, t. Line AB cuts the curve in C with parameter -(u+v); A'B' in C with -(w+t); while ^4^4' meets the curve in A" with -(u+w), and BB' in B" with -(v+t). Now the lines CC and A" B" meet on the cubic at C" of parameter (u+v+w+t).
As the initial points can be chosen in oo4 ways there are that many sets of nine points of the cubic which lie on two triangles.
These triangles, however, are not necessarily tangent to a conic. If we add the condition that A, B', C" be cotangential, then (a) -2u = -2t = -2(u + v + w + t) (mod (w, w')) whence -2v = 2(w + t) m 2(u + w) and -2w= 2(v + t) m 2(w + v).
The first of these congruences shows that A', B", C are cotangential and the second that A", B, C are. Again if A", B', C be cotangential so areA',B, C" and A, B", C; for
implies -2w = -2v = -2(u + v + w + t), and -2« = 2(v+t) = 2(w + t).
Moreover, the conditions (a) and (b) cannot both be true for the same cubic. These are the only ways that triangles can be selected from the nine points without having one of the six lines for a side, and we have proved that if one triangle has cotangential vertices so do the other triangles of its set. And when the points u and v are given the rest are determined. The projective specification of the cubic involves one absolute constant, and two are required for the two points, a total of three for the configuration.
On the other hand, we have proved that if two triangles be circumscribed to a conic, the nine intersections of the sides form such a configuration on either of two cubics, according to the grouping of the cotangential triples. To specify the conic and one triangle uses the eight constants for the determination of a projective system, and the second triangle requires just three absolute constants.
Thus the two configurations are equivalent projectively.
15. Checkerboards on the cubic. As remarked in § 14, when four points are chosen on a cubic Q two triples of lines can be determined such that the nine intersections of one triple with the other lie on Q. There are oo4 such sets on Q and the lines are not necessarily tangent to a conic. This is a particular case of Coble's (10,* p. 10-12) "checkerboard configuration" consisting of the n2 points which are the intersections of one set of n lines with another set of n lines. He has shown that in the present instance the configuration is poristic when the lines are tangent to a conic, that is, when one such configuration exists for a conic and cubic there is an infinity for the two curves. Now each cubic Qk of the pencil TV7Y7V -¿TVTVTV = 0 has one checkerboard with respect to the base conic which we have used.
(It is to be observed, that for only two cubics of the pencil, k= ±1, does the initial checkerboard have the additional property of falling into cotangential sets.) We propose to determine the system of checkerboards on a cubic ßt-An arbitrary tangent, parameter h, to the conic cuts Qk in three points and these at once determine the second triangle of tangents.
Moreover, any one of these tangents, parameter t2, cuts ßt in two other points which at once determine the other sides of the first triangle. We desire a function f(h, t2) = 0 which relates the two parameters so that when one point of contact is chosen the other five can be found.
The first triangle can be regarded as determined by a binary cubic form in tx ; let two of its positions be given by (atx)3 =0 and (ßtx)3 = 0. The pencil of all its positions is (i) (aii)3 + Hßh)3 = 0.
Similarly, the pencil for the second triangle may be written
(ii) (yh)3 + p(5t2)3 = 0. Now, in (i) each value of tx determines a corresponding X and thereupon the two other values of tx which imply the same X. Conversely, each X determines a triangle. Similar relations are true in (ii) for p and t2. Next, each value of tx in (i) must give the triangle (ii) ; that is, X must determine p uniquely; and conversely. Moreover, the two triangles are symmetrically and involutorily related, for when the second triangle moves to a position held by the first, the latter must take the position left by the former. Thus the general form of the function / has been determined, but to be complete it must contain the hypothesis that the checkerboard actually exists for the particular cubic TX2T22T32 -¿7Y7V7V = 0.
In other words, we must determine the a and ß functions, i. e., the two degenerate checkerboards, in terms of the given t¿. It is evident that the checkerboard degenerates when tx = t2; that is, the points to be given by a and ß are those at which the conic and cubic intersect. Accordingly, we have (at)3 = p[(t -n) (t -t2) (t -u) + Vk(t -Tt) (t -t6) (t -n)], (ßt)3 = P[(t -TX) (t -T2) (t -TÎ) -V'k(t -TO (t -T.) (t -To)].
